Integrating semantic dimension into openEHR archetypes for the management of cerebral palsy electronic medical records.
Integrating semantic dimension into clinical archetypes is necessary once modeling medical records. First, it enables semantic interoperability and, it offers applying semantic activities on clinical data and provides a higher design quality of Electronic Medical Record (EMR) systems. However, to obtain these advantages, designers need to use archetypes that cover semantic features of clinical concepts involved in their specific applications. In fact, most of archetypes filed within open repositories are expressed in the Archetype Definition Language (ALD) which allows defining only the syntactic structure of clinical concepts weakening semantic activities on the EMR content in the semantic web environment. This paper focuses on the modeling of an EMR prototype for infants affected by Cerebral Palsy (CP), using the dual model approach and integrating semantic web technologies. Such a modeling provides a better delivery of quality of care and ensures semantic interoperability between all involved therapies' information systems. First, data to be documented are identified and collected from the involved therapies. Subsequently, data are analyzed and arranged into archetypes expressed in accordance of ADL. During this step, open archetype repositories are explored, in order to find the suitable archetypes. Then, ADL archetypes are transformed into archetypes expressed in OWL-DL (Ontology Web Language - Description Language). Finally, we construct an ontological source related to these archetypes enabling hence their annotation to facilitate data extraction and providing possibility to exercise semantic activities on such archetypes. Semantic dimension integration into EMR modeled in accordance to the archetype approach. The feasibility of our solution is shown through the development of a prototype, baptized "CP-SMS", which ensures semantic exploitation of CP EMR. This prototype provides the following features: (i) creation of CP EMR instances and their checking by using a knowledge base which we have constructed by interviews with domain experts, (ii) translation of initially CP ADL archetypes into CP OWL-DL archetypes, (iii) creation of an ontological source which we can use to annotate obtained archetypes and (vi) enrichment and supply of the ontological source and integration of semantic relations by providing hence fueling the ontology with new concepts, ensuring consistency and eliminating ambiguity between concepts. The degree of semantic interoperability that could be reached between EMR systems depends strongly on the quality of the used archetypes. Thus, the integration of semantic dimension in archetypes modeling process is crucial. By creating an ontological source and annotating archetypes, we create a supportive platform ensuring semantic interoperability between archetypes-based EMR-systems.